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REmARcH~

HWCEWMX 02?A RMMET-T3TE COM6USTUR WI!lHFTAME HOLDERS

DMERSED m TEE 00MEUBTION Zom

By Roland Breitwieser

!Ee beneficial effects on stability limits and combustion effi-
ciency produced by the application of surfaces immersed in tie combus-
tion zone to a ram-jet-t~e burner are reported. !lhefleme holders,
which are representative of the conventional-type ram-jet flem holders,
consisted of a single row of aluminum-sprayed csrbon wedges. For the
configurations introducing flam holders in the conibustionzone,
additional rows of the same t~e of carbon wedge were introduced
downstream of @e first row of wedges. Investigationswere made with
one, two, three, and four rows of wedges at sinmlati sea-level and
altitude subsonic rsm-jet f13ght conditions. The use of s~

refractory forms in attaining surface ccmibustionwas also investigated.

me addition of rows of wedges immersed in &e combustion zone
regularly extended the s%bility limits of ccmibustion. The maximum
sllowable inlet-air veloci~ for stable co@ustion with tie four-row
configuration was approximately twice the -mum alkwable inlet-air
velocity with the conventional single-row configuration at the penalty
of only a slight additional total-pressure loss across the burner.
Heat-release rates as high as 50,000,000 Btu per cubic foot per hour
per atmosphere were attained with the four-row configumtion. me
conibustionefficiency was aided by the addition of imersed sur-
faces in the ccmibustionzone. -

IN!MIMTCTION

An important problem in the broad field of combustion
anvlication to various engine cycles is to maintain stable

and its
and efYi-

c&t conibustionwith low:drag conibustorsat high heat-release rates.
The phenomenon of surface combustion and its coinc
rates is well known (reference 1); however, the
involves high pressure losses, which prohibi
surface combustion in a rem-det conibustor.
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The application of the process of cdbustion on hot surfaces in
the Initial phase of stabilization of combustion in a mm-set-engine
cycle was investigated at tie NACA Clevel.ad laboratory and is
reported herein. The technique examined was that of using heat-
resistant flame holders immersed in the combustion zone of the experi-
mental conibustioncMmiber.

A preliminary investigation,which is reported in the appendix,
included various types ti designs of refractories that were made to
detemnine a suitable material and configuration for a flame holder.
me flame holder selected was a wedge-shaped block of graphite, which
had been spray-coated with aluminum. Two such wedges placed parallel
across the cross section of the conibustionchamber represented a con-
ventioml. ram-set-type flame holder. Additional rows of similar wedges
were introduced downstream of the original row to evaluate the effeet
of surfaces immersed in the fbme zone. k attempt was made to deter-
mine an optinmm configuration or material.for ram-$et flame holders
but rather the relative improvmwnt to be gained by appl.yfngan old
technique to a new field.

Data were determined for the stability liMts of combustion,
conibustioneffi.ciency,heat-release rates, and pressure losses at
two inlet-air conditions to compare the performancee of the combustu
incorporating a conventional single-row flams holder with the per-
formance of the ccmbustofiIncorporating additional rows of r-
holders in the ccmibustionzone. Configurations of one, two, three,
and four rows of flame holders were investigated. A etudy was also
made of the effect on pressure fluctuations sad conibustionskbili~
of addition of water in the form of a fine spray at the colzittustion-
chdber outlet.
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APPARA!m’s

The combustion air was supplied to the conibustion-airsystem
(fig. 1) by the centmd. laboratory supply. The inlet-air tempera-
ture was automatically controlled by an electiic preheater and b~ss
unit upstream of tie air-metering orifice. !Lheinlet-air tempera-
ture was indicated by a thermocouple shielded from the flame zone.
The orifice pressure was maintained constant and the flow rate was

—

regulated by a sleeve valve downstream of the orifice. The critical
pressure ratio across the regulating valve was always exceeded in order
to maintain sonic velocity at the valve and thereby minimizing pres-
sure disturbances in the inlet duct. The combustion-chamberpressure
was regulated by an exhaust valve and bypass leading to atmospheric
exhaust.

!Jheburner layout is shown in figure 2. Propane, which was
supplied from the laboratory fuel system, was m3asured by an orifice
installation S@ introduced into the burner timough a movable fuel
distributor as shown in s e 2. ‘me point of entry

●

●
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of the propane was kept a constant distance (10 in.) upstream of the
nearest row of flame holders, which establlsh~ an equl fuel-air
mixing length for the various trials.

The flame holders were graphite wedges sprayed with aluminum
and mounted across a removable section of the 5-inoh-diameter burner
duet, whioh was held in place by a split sleeve. This sleeve assembly
was enolosed in a pressurized chamber through whioh cooling air was
introducedby Jets impinging on the wedge flame-holder assembly.
The coollng-air flw was measured by an orifice installation. The
outlet of the pressurized chamber was connected to the burner exhaust
so that only a slight differential pressure existed across the flame-
holder mounting sleeve; the low differential pressure minimized
leakage of oooling air into the flame-holder system.

Two wedges constituting 28-percent total obstructed area sym-
metrfcallymounted 3 inches apart mmprised each row and are shown
in~ction B-B of figure 2. The wedge hoIder is illustr@ed iniYg-
ure 3, which shows one row of wedges in place ready for introduction
into the mmibustion chamber. Wedges were added upstream of the rear
row of wedges to form the multiple-row configurations. The looation
of the wedges for the various configurations is shown in figure 4. *

A nominal 10-inoh conibustion-ohamberlength was mlntained con-
stant by placing a water spray bar 10 inohes downstream of the rear
of the upstream wedges. The water spray bar (seotion C-C of fig. 2)
oonsisted of a main supply tube fiamwhich smaller tubes extended
radially. The water was sprayed normal to the exhaust stream fbcm
numerous holes in the hbes~ !Ihewalls of the ccmibusttonohdber
downstream of the wedge holder were cooled by a water Jacket. The
mass flow rates of water to the jacket ami the spray were measured
by orifices. The rate of water flow to the spray was maintained
at a sufficiently high value to reduce pressure fluctuations in the
gas flow to a sufficiently low value for satisfactory operation, as “
will be subsequently discussed.

The pressure loss across the burner seotion was determined by
r&dings obtained from wall statio taps 3 inches upstream of the
removable burner seotion and 6 inches downstream of the downstream
row of wedges.

The thermocouple rakes (section D-D of fig. 2), which consisted of
E chrael-alumel thermocouples looated at centers of equal ecreas,
were mounted U feet downstream of the rear wedge row in an 8-inch-
diameter section. Total-pressure rakes were initially installed at
the thermocouple station, but prelimixuxryexperiments Mioated a
substantially constant-velooity profile for the range of values to be
used and the pressure rakes were removed.

-
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PROCEDURE

Determination of Stability-Llmlt Data

9

Two combfmtlons of inlet-air pressure and temperature were used
to determine the stable operating ltiits of the combustor config-
urations. One oombination corresponded to a flight Mach number of 1.0
at sea level and 100-percent diffuser efficiency for a hypothetical ram
Jet, namely, an inlet-air pressure of’55 inches ofmerc~ absolute
and an hlet-afr temperature of 160° F. The other combination cor-
responded to a flight Mach number of 1.0 at an altitude of 10,000 feet
and K&percent diffuser effioiency,namel-y}an inlet-a~ Press~e of
40 inches of mercury absolute and an inlet-air temperature of 120° F.
A water spray rate of 0.67 pound per second was maintained for both
operating conditions.

Stability-llmit data were takenby varying fuel-air ratio and
inlet-air veloolty to the bounds of stable combustion with spark on;
the stability limit was noted and the stable operating range reentered..
The tentative stability limit was then approached with spark off, the
inlet conditionswere held oonstant for a length of time sufficient .
to insure constant inlet conditions, and the new stability-limit

“ point recorded. The stability-limitswere visually verifiedby an
axial view through the burner-inlet elbow and by observation of the
static-pressureloss aoross the burner, Stability limit was defined.
as a point where burning oeased to be homogeneous across the burner
oross section and was charaoterisedby an abrupt reduction of static-
pressure loss. When deviations of the oheck data from the existing
data were noted, the wedge holder was removed to inspect for missing
or deteriorated.wedges.

Detemninatfon of Combustia Efficiency

The combustion-efficiencydata were dete?mnlnedat an inlet-air
pressure of 55 inches of mero&?y absolute and an inlet-air temperature
of 160° F, which corresponded to the simulated sea-level operating
conditions.

Data were only determined for the oombustor configurationswith
a single row and with four rows of wedges. The efflcienoy data for
the single row of wedges were taken after establishing the operating
range from the stability-lfmitdata. The fuel-air ratio was varied
and data were taken at two inlet-air velocities within the operating
range; data were also taken for various inlet-air velocities at the
fuel-air ratio at whioh the maximum permissible inlet-air velooity

—
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had occurred. The investigation of efficiency with the four-row
configurationwas limited to runs at various inlet-air velocities
for a fuel-air ratio of approximately 0.0525,because of the short
life of the immersed wedges.

Combustion efficiency was determined by a heat-balance methmi
similar to the method outlined in reference 2. The sum of.the
enthalpy changes of the fuel-air mixture, the spray water, the cml-
i~ aw, and the cooling water were divided by the input energy
of the fuel. The thermodynamic data of the properties of the afore-
mentioned substances were obtained from references 3 to 6. The
rate of water flow to the spray was regulated to keep the outlet-gas
temperature at a sufficiently high value to insure complete vapori-
zation of the water spray.

Pressure Fluctuations

A series of runs wae conducted to establish the effect cf the
water spray cn burner characteristics. The single-row configuration
was used for the investigation at simulated sea-level inlet-air
conditions and an hlet-air velccity of 115 feet per seccnd. For
eight water flow rates, the lean limit fuel-air ratio was reccrded.
Burner ’pressure-timeoscillograph traces from a capacity-type pres-
sure pickup were photographed in a similar investigation for opera-
ticn at varicus water-spray rates. In the pressure-time investigation,
the fuel-air ratio was held constant at a value of 0.06, which is
slightly richer than the lean-limit blow-cut. The water flew rate
was varied and pressure traces photographed at time intervals of
1/25, l/5, and 1 second.

Determinatfcm of Pressure IOsses

The inlet-air dynamic pressures were calculated from the air
mass flcws, ‘averageinlet-air temperatures, and average Inlet-a&
static pressures. Experimental momentum-pressure losses were found
by subtracting the measured isothermal (friction) pressure loss
from the measured pressure loss during burning for the same inlet-
air cofiitions. Theoretical mcmentum-pressure losses were computed =
by the simultaneous solution of the momentum and continuity equations
usiw the inlet Mach number and temperature ratio across the burner.
The cmubustion chamber was assumed to be of a constant cross section.
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FU!SULTSAND DISCUSSIONS

Stabflity Ltiits

The effect on the stability limit of the addition of rows of
wedges in the combustion zone is shown in figure 5 for the simulated
10,000-foot-altitudeoperating conditions of inlet-air pressure and
temperature of 40 inches of mercury absolute and 120° F, respectively.
The stability limit of the simgle-row configuration, which essentially
constituted a conventional flame holder, is shown in figure 5(a). ‘
The maximum allowable inlet-air velooity for the single-row unit was
93 feet per second and the range of stable operation was confined to
fuel-air ratios above 0.064. There was a minimum inlet-air-velocity
stability limit as well as a maximum inlet-air-velocity stability
limit as evidenced by the lower branch of the curve in figure 5(a). A
stibility Unit due to flash back ( that is propagation of the flame

~into the zone upstream of the flame holders ooourred below an inl.et-
air velocity of 83 feet per second at lean mixtures. The inlet-air
velocity at this stability limit decreased with increases In fuel-air
ratio. When flash back occurred, the flame was no longer stabilized
on the wedge flame holders but oscillated between the flame holders
and the point of fuel introduction.

we addition of a row of wedges in the combustion zone, which
gave a two-row configuration, increased the maximum inlet-alr velocity
to 112 feet per second (fig. 5(b)). The three-row configuration gave
a maximuz allowable inlet-air velocity of 136 feet per second (fig. 5(c)].
The four-row unit gave a maximum inlet-air velocity of 193 feet per
second (fig. 5(d)), which is more than twice the maximum inlet-air
velocity of the single-row configuraticm. The insertion of each
additional row ofvedges increased the stable operation range of fuel-
air ratios as welllas the range of inlet-air velocities. The curves
of figures 5(a) to 5(d.)are superimposed for comparison in figure 5(e).
The maximum inlet-air velocity occurred at progressively leaner fuel-
air ratios as the number of rows of wedges was increased. The maximum
inlet-air velocity for each configuration is plotted against the
number of rows of wedges in figure 5(f).

Data for the same configurationsbut at the operating condition
of inlet-air pressure and temperature of 55 inches mercury absolute
and 1600 F, respectivel.y,areshown in figure 6. Increasing the Mlet-
air pressure frcm 40 to 55 inches of mercury absolute and increasing
the inlet-air temperature from 120° to 160° F for a burner consisti-
ng ofa single row of wedges increased the maximum inlet-air velocity
from 93 to 170 feet per second (figs. 5(a) and 6(a)), respectively.

,
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The maximum inlet-air velocities at the simulated sea-level conditions
were 170 feet per second for the single row (fig. 6(a)) 190 for the
two rows (fig. 6(b)), 194 for the three rows (fig. 6(c)~, and 292 for
the four rows of wedges (fig. 6(d)) as shown on the stability-limit
curves. The stability-limit data for the four-row configuration are
incomplete, inasmuch as the laboratory propane supply was i-equate
for the high mass-flow runs. The composite results of the stability-
limit investigational the simulated sea-level inlet-air condition
are shown in figure 6(e); the geneti tretis were the same as at the
simulated-altitude coniition. The addition of each row of wedges
increased the range of fuel-air ratio as well as the range of inlet-
air velocity. The mxinmm tclet-afi velocity for each configuration
plotted against the nmaber of rows o~wedges is shown in figure 6(f).
The value of 292 feet per seooxxl.for four rows of wedges is the mxi-
raumobserved value but not necessarily the =imum permissible value.

= attaining the data for the immersed-wedge configurattone,
operation at relatively low velocities in the stable baxxiof opera-
tionwas necessary in order to heat the immersed wedges. After the
immersed surfaces attained relatively high temperatures, stabiliza-
tion of combustion at the higher inlet-air velocities was possible.

The oheck points shown in figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(d) illustrate
the accurate reproducibility of’the stability-limit data.

Combustion Efficiency

The burning zone in this investigation was, in all cases, con-
fined to a length of 10 inches flcm the upstream flame holder to the
quenching water sprayei. The effect of inlet-air velocity on combustion
efficiency at simulated sea-level inlet-air conditions for the single-
row configuration at a fuel-air ratio of 0.06 is shown In figure 7.
Included on the curve are the stability limlts taken fnxn figure 6(a).
An increase of inlet-air velocity from 96 feet per second to 170 feet
per second decreased the combustion efficiency from 67 to 52 percent,
which is a relative decrease of 20 percent within the stability range.

The combustion efficiency at a constant inlet-air velocity of
115 feet per second for various fuel-air ratios in the stable opera-
tion range is shown in figure S(a). The data Indicate maximum corn-
bustion efficiency of 65 percent in the lean portion of the stable-
operation range. At an inlet-air velo$ityof 1.55feet per secoti
(fig. 8(b)), no appreciable change in efficiency (constant at approxi-
mately 62 percent) is evident for the fuel-air-ratio range in the
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stable-ccaibusttonregion. The values of combustion efficiency rapMly
deoreased (a relative change of 30 to 40 percent) at the stability
limits, whioh is coincident with the sudden change in the combustion-
ohamber pressure and cessation of burning noted during the stability-
limit investigationat similar conditions. The rapid change of
oonibustionefficiency at the stability limits constitutes a further
check of the stability-limitdata.

The combustion-efficiencyinvestigation of the configuration
consisting of four rows of wedges was difficult to obtain beoauee of
the short llfe of the immersed wedges at the high heat-release rates
and also beoause of the difficulty in maintaining the operating vari-
ables at the desired values. The average combustion efficiency of
the four-row configuration at an inlet-air pressure varying ft?om38 to
60 inches of mercury absolute, inlet-air temperature of 160° F, fuel-
air ratio of 0.0505 to 0.0550, W a oonstant inlet-air velooity
of 210 feet per second is shown in figure 9(a). The combustion effi-
ciency increased from 33 percent at an inlet-air pressure of 39 inohes
of mercury absolute to 74 peruent at an inlet-air pressure of 60 inohes
of mercury absolute. The increase in combustion efficiency with increase
in inlet-air pressure produoed serious pressure-oontrol problaw;
the control of the oombustfon-chamberpressure was further aggravated
by an approach to thermal ohoking at the high inlet-air velocities.
The time required to stabilize inlet conditions d to record data
necessary for efficlenoy determinationswas of the order of magnitude
of the life of the immersed wedges. Wedges were replaced as many
as three or four times when operating at conditions that gave high
heat-release rates before reliable data oould be reoorded. ‘lb
cmrve of efficiency against inlet-air velooity shown in figure 9(b)
at best expresses the average efffoienoy of a range of values beoause
of the difficulty in setting and stabilizing the inlet conditions.
As a result, the efficiency data are shown as variable%y =rows on
the data points. The looation of the arrow points approximate the
degree of uncertainty in the values of efficiency. The data indioate
that for a configuration oonsfsting of four rows of wedges the effi-
ciency is about 58 peroent at the simulated sea-level conditions and
is not appreciably affeoted by a change in inlet-air velocity.

Heat-Release Rates

lieat-rekase rates as high as 50,000,000 Btu per oubio foot of
burner volume per hour per atmosphere were observed at an inlet-air
pressure of 60 inches of mercury and at an inlet-air velocity of
210 feet per seoond for the four-row configuration. The hea*-
liberation rate was about 40,000,000 Btu per cubio foot of burner
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volume per hour per atmosphere at the highest inlet-air-velooity
point shown in figure 9(b). The nominal ocmbuetor length was 10 inches
and the conibustionreaction was assmued quenched at the plane of the
water sprays in estimating the reaction rates.

Effect of Water Flow to Quenoh Spray

The effect on the stabfiity llmit of changing the rate of water
flow to the quenching spray is shown in figure 10. The inlet-air
conditions corresponded to the lean-stability limit of the single-
rcw-wedge oonflguration at an inlet-air pressure of 55 incheh of
mercury absolute and an inlet-air temperature of 160° F. The rate
of water flow to the spray was varied from 30 to 120 percent of the
value held constant in obtaining the stability-lilgitdata. Decreas-
ing the rate of flow to the water spray while maintaining all other
operating conditions constant gave a lean limit of stable combustion
at progressively higher fuel-air ratios. The change In the stability
limit in terms of fuel-air ratio with change in flow rates to the
spray was relatively insensitive near the value used in the stability-
Umit investigation; however, as the flow was reduoed to approxi-
mately one-third of the value uEed in the stability-limit investi-
gation, the ccmbuetionbemme exceedingly rough and diffioul.tto
define, as oanbe see.n,fra figure 10. The spray oeased to be
haogeneous at very low flow rates and did not cover the entire
cross section of the burner duct.

Photo~aphs of tie pressure-time curves obtained fromtihe com-
bustion oheziberwiti a condenser-type pickup in corQunction with a
oatiode-rqj-oscillo~aph f= vartous rates of water flow em *own in
figure 1-1. Eaoh vertical unit of tie superiqxxmd gridworkrepre-
sents a pressure of 0.5 pound per square inoh and eaoh horizontal
uuit represents a time interval of 1/200 secc@. Photo@aphs at
the fore’rates of water flow were takenat three e~sure times; at
the l/25-seccmd e~sure time, a single pressure tmace was recofied;
whereas at longer exposure thins, a cumlative series of traces was
recorded, wMoh showed tie oooastonal hi@-pressure di.sturbanoes.
At ‘theflow ratis to the quenohing spray in the range of values used
in the stability-limit data, the amplitude of &e ~essure ohange
was in the order of 1 to 2 potis per square inoh. As the r#3teof
flow to tie quenohing spray was deoreasti$ the amplitude of the ~es-
sure disturtmnoes inoreased. At a flow rate of 0.10 pound of water
per secorxlto the quenohing spray, whloh is about 1/7 of the rate of
flow for We stabili~-linit investi~tion, the pressure fluctuations
were as hi@h as 12 pounds per square inoh m about 50 percent of the burner
static pressme. At the low-flow conditions, the conibustionwas unstable
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and necessitated operation with spark on. The f%quency of the char-
acteristic wave at rates of water flow to the spray of 0.60 and
0.80 Pound per seoond was about 40 cycles per second and deoreased
to an esthated 20 cycles per second at the low flow rates to the
spray. The frequency of 40 cycles per second is equivalent to the
ccmputed frequency of the reflection wave from the end of the com-
bustion zone to the inlet-air valve, that is, the time interval for
sound to travel twice the distance between inlet valve and combus-
tion chamber at observed inlet-air ccndltion. Critical pressure
ratios were always exceeded across the inlet-air control valve. A
high rate of water flow to the quenching spray, which ”corresponded
to values for more homogeneous mixing of exhaust gases and quench-
-water, appeared to damp out the pressure disturbances of the
experimentalburner unit.

The efficiency determinations at the slmmlated altittie con-
ditions were not investigatedbecause of the low rates of water spray
flow required to insure vaporization of the spray at the low heat-
release rates. The low rates of water flow introduced severe pres-
sure oscillations,which disguised the results of the efficiency
investigation.

Pressure Losses

.
The isothermal-pressurelosses (no combustion) for the various

configurationsexpressed.in terms of the static-pressure loss Ap
divided by the inlet dynamic pressure q are shown in f%ure 12.
The value of Ap/q had an average value of 0.68 for the single row of
wedges at simulated altitude conditions and increased about 7 per-
cent (average) for each row of wedges added dowmtream. The value
of Ap/q cbtained at simulated sea-level conditions was about 0.74
and ~ain increased about 7 percent (average) for each row of wedges
added as the simulated altitude data. The absolute values for
Ap/q in the isothermal investigationswere low and fabrication
limitations prevented installation of special static-pressure taps
necessary for a more accurate correlation.

The ratio of the actual momentum-pressure loss to the computed
momentum-pressure loss (static Ap) for the burning condition is
plotted against the computed pressure loss for both the one- and four-
row configurations in figure 13. The actual momentum-pressure loss

.-

was roughly approximated by assuming the momentum-pressure loss equal
to the observed total-pressure drop minus the equivalent isothezmal-
pressure loss at the same inlet conditions. The pressure-drop

*—
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ratio for the four-row configuration appears to be slightly higher
than that for the single-row configurateion indlcating slightly higher
pressure losses for the immersed configuration. The data as presentgd
are somewhat inconclusivebut show that the relative mgnittie of the
pressure-drop rat10 for both configurations is of the same order.

Durability of Flame Holders

The life of the graphite wedges varied with the operating condi-
tions. The immersed wedges had a life expectancy fh excess of 30 min-
utes at the lower heat-release rates. Lean fuel-air ratios and high
heat-release rates both had adverse effects on the life of the sub-
merged wedges. The life of the wedges was approximately 10 minutes
at the most severe conditions encountered in this investigation.
Wedges in various stages of deterioration are shown in figure 14.
The wedge farties% to the right was a new unit and the wedges to the
left were subjected to increasingly severe operation. Failure of
the wedges occurred by erosion of the protective coat of alminum
oxide followed by oxidation of the graphite body. A protective
plating of rhcdim on the graphite baiy prior to the alminum spray
lengthened the life of the wedge but not sufficiently to warrant
the additional fabrication problem. In no case was there evid-
ence

With

of failure of the grapfiitewedges by heat shock.

SUMMARY OFl!lMILTS

F&cm a performance investigation of a ram-jet-type cabustor
flame holders immersed in the combustion zone, the following

results

1.

bustion

were obtained:

Prim,ry tivestigation

The stepwise addition of rows of wedges imnersed in the ccm-
zone regularly extended the stability limit. The maximum

allowable inlet-air velocity for the four-row immersed-wedge config-
uration was about twice the maxtium allowable ,inl.et-airvelqcity for
the conventional single-row configurational the two inlet-air condi-
tions investigated.

2. The efficiency of the four-row tiersed-wedge flame holder
appeared to be independent of inlet-air velocity for the range investi-
gated.

3. Increasing the inlet-air velocity from 96 to 170 feet per
second showed a relative decrease of the combustion efficiency of
about 20 percent for the single-row configuration.
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4. Ccmibustionefficiency of the four-row configuration increased
mpidly with an Zncrease in pressure.

5. Heat-release rates as high as 50,000,000 Btu per cubic foot
per hour per ata!osph~ were attained with the four-row confi@n?ation.

6. !lkeratio of the isothemal. total-pressure loss to the inlet
xc ~s~ Was 0.68 at tie simulated altitude coriliticm and was
0.74 at the simulated sea-level condition for the single-row ccmfLgura-
tion and increased about 7 percent (average) for each row added down-
stream.

7. Wedges ccmposed of graphite wtth a protective coating attiined
Ilfe sufficient for short-dumticn runs of 10 to 20 minutes.

8. 8evere pressure oscillations~ build up in a closed-duct
burner tit. Water fihatwas sprayed in the ccmibustionzone to deter-
mine ccnibustorlengths damped the pressure waves that were caused by
the resonant *cteristics of the conibustion-airsystem.

Z&eliminsry Zavestigation

Standard ceramics incorporated into burner flame holders
tibited little resistance to thermal shock but did exhibit posi-
tive flare-holding properties.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.

. .—
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APPENDIX - PRELIMINARY -TIGATION

13

A number of ceramic flame holders were examined for flame-
holding characteristicsat high heat-release rates. The combustion
inlet-air and exhaust systems were the same as shown for the tiersed-
wedge investigation (fig. 1). The inlet-air pressure was measured
by a static wall tap upstream of the combustion zone.

The cersmic-refkctwy flame-holder configurations investigated
were held-by a 5-inch replaceable sleeve, as shown in the schematic
combustion-chamberlayout (fig. 15). The cotiuetion ah was divid~
into primery air leading to the flame holder and seco-y air, which
was used as an exhaust-gas diluent. As sham in figure 15, the pr-y
air flow was measured by an orifice installation. The fuel was
sprayed into the combustion chamber with a hollow-cone spray nozzle
(rated at 2 galfir at 100 lb/sq in.) located as shown in figure 15.
Twelve chrcmel-alumel thermocouples,which were used to measwe outlet-
gas temperatures were spaced at centers of eq=l areas and were
located 11 feet downstream of the burner section.

.

The short life of
abbreviated procedure.

.

Methods

the refractory configurations necessitated an

The combustion-chamberpressure was held constant at 1 atmo-
sphere end the inlet-air ttieratme varied from 100° to 200° F. The
fuel was 62-octane gasoline. The fuel-air ratio varied between
0.05 and 0.067.

The primry inlet-air velocity was increased to the limit for
stable combustion and this limiting velocity and all other pertinent
data were recorded. Combustion efficiencies were measured at veloc-
ities just below the Umit velocity for stable combustion. Suf-
ficient air was proportioned through the secondary-air passages to
reduce the outlet-gas temperature and thus to prevent failure of
downstream instrumentation.

Results end Discussion

The ceramic-refl?actoryinvestigationswere hempered by repeated
failures of the materials because of-thermal shock. A series of
trial burner units are illustrated in figure 16. In general, the

.
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units as shown were constructed from standard ceramic forms, inas-
much as special conflguratione Involved high Mterial coetm and a
long t~ delay in fabrication.

.

ml
m
Cn

A cabustion chember coneietlng of 3-inch lengths of l/2-inch-
inside-diameter,l/8-inch-wall.porous aluminum-oxide tubes clustered
(fig. 16(a)) burned at Inlet-air velocities (based on open area in
the tube bank) up to 50 feet per second and gave a combustion effi-
ciency of 60 percent. The tubee failed from thermal shock. A
similar configurationwith l/2-inch-ineide-diameter,l/8-inch-wall.
tubes ccmpoeed of an hpervious metallic oxide ceramic with a glazed
surface was next tried (fig. 16(b)) but the smooth impervious sur-
face prevented stabilization of combustion. The configuration shown
in fi~e 16(a) was doubled in length to 6 inches as shown in fig-
ure 16(c). Increasing the length of the porous aluminum cxide stab-
ilized combustionat an inlet-air velocit~ of 100 feet per second
based on open area through the tube bank and gave a combueticn
efficiency of 80 percent. The tubes then failed frcm heat shock.
The tit canposed of the glazed ceramic was increased in length to
12 inches as shown in figure 16(d) and the glazed surface again
failed to sustain combustion.

Burners consisting of multiple rows of cermic tubes shown In
.

figures 16(e) and 16(f) were next investigated. The burner shown in
figure 16(e) consisted of two separate banks or clusters of tubes;
the firet cluster was caposed of l/2-inch-inside-diameter,l/8-inoh-

.

wan porous aluninum-oxide tubes 2 inches lcng and was followed by
another cluster ccmposed of l/2-inch-ineide-diameter,l/8-inch-wall
glazed ceremic tubes 3 inches long. The limiting inlet-air velocity
based on open area through the tube bamkwes 74 feet per second and
ccmbusti’onefficiency was 85 percent. These performance values may
not be true petiormsnce limitations, inasmuch as the units failed
from thermal shock before completion of the investigation. The
burner composed of three rows of clusters of l/4-inch-ineide-

diemeter, l/16-inch-wallglazed ceremic tubes, each 1~-inches

long (fig. 16(f)), allowed stable combuetl.cntoa velocity based
on open area through the tube bank of 90 feet per second before
thermal failure prevented completion of the investigation. The
combustion performance a~ared to be better for the additive units
as compared to the single-olueterconfigurations of the same total
tube length.

A ceramic impregnated screen (fig. 16(g)) was constructed pri-
marily to achieve mximum surface with a minimum of blocked area but
failed because of breakdown of the ceramic coating before data could
be recorded.
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Tandem aluminum-cxide cones (fig. 16(h)) exhibited fair stability
but gave low efficiency andofailed as a result of heat shock.

The impingement of liquid fuel particles from the spray on the
ceremics appe~ed to increase the severity of the thermal-shock
problem. Propane was therefore substituted as a fuel in the investi-
gationof the configuration shown in figure 16(i). The configuration
consisted of a series of metal gutters followed by a gridwork of
metal plates, which were all mounted in a ceramic shell. Sheet
tungsten used in the fabrication of the gutters ani gridwork was.
plated with a protective coating of rhodium. At an inlet-air pres-
sure and temperature of 55 inches of mercury absolute and 160° F,
respectively, the burner unit failed ficm rupture of the gutters by
pressure fluctuations and destruction of the ceramic housing by heat
ehcck. The maximum inlet-air velocity based on burner diameter was
200 feet per second.

The ceramic configurations exhibited little resistance to thermal
shock, which prevented the attainment of exact data. However, the
immersed surfaces, that is, surfaces introduced behind the upstream
flame holder, exhibited positive flame-holding properties. The burner
configuration that incorporated a series of gutters (fig. 16(i)) in
the combustion region gave the best combustion performance in ad&i-
tion to offering ease of fabrication. The flame holder ccmposed of
graphite wedges sprayed with aluminmn oxide was evolved from the
tungsten-gutter configuration. The stepwise addition of the wedge-
type flsme-holding surfaces in the combustion zone is discussed In
the main text of the report.
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Flame-holder oonfiguratlon
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(a) Single-row flame holder.

Figure 5. - Ram-jet combustion-chsmber altitude stabl.li@ limits. -
Inlet-air pressure, 40 inches mercury absolute; inlet-air
temperature, 120° F.
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(b) Two-row flmne holder.

Figure 5. - Continued. Rem- et combustion-chamber altitude
1stability limits. Inlet-a r pressure, 40 inches mercury absolute;

inlet-air temperature, 1200 F.
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Figure 6. - Continued. Ram-jet combustion-chamber

stabil~ty liElitS. Inlet-air pressure, 40 inches
inlet-air temperature, 1200 F.
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(d) Four-row flame holder.

Figure 5. - Continued. Ram-jet combustion-chamber
stability limits. Inlet-air pressure, 40 inches
inlet-air temperature, 120° F.
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Figure 5. - Continued. Ram-jet combustion-chamber altitude
stability Mrnits. Inlet-air pressure, 40 inches mercury absolute;
inlet-air temperature, 1200 F.
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(f) Maximum allowable inlet-alr velocity.

Figure 5. - Concluded. Ram-jet combustion-chamber
stability limits. Inlet-air pressure, 40 inches
inlet-air temperature, 120° F.
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Flame-holder config=ation
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(a) Single-row flmne holder.
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Figure 6. - Ram-jet combustion-chember sea-,l,evelstability limits.
Inlet-air pressure, 55 inches mercury absolute; inlet-air temperature,
1600 F.
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(c) Three-row f’lameholder.

Figure 6. - Continued. Ram- et combustion-chamber sea-level
istability limits. Inlet-a r pressure, 55 inches mercury absolute;

inlet-air temperature, 160° F.
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Figure 6. - Continued. Ram-jet combustion-chamber
stability limits. Inlet-air pressure, 55 inches
inlet-air temperature, 160° F.
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Flame-holder configuration
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(e) One-, two-, three-, and four-row flame holders.

Figure 6. - Continued. Ram-jet combustion-chsmber sea-level
stability limits. Inlet-air pressure, 55 inches mercury absolute;
inlet-air temperature, 1600 F.
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Figure 6. - Concluded. Ram-jet combustion-chamber sea-level
stability limits. Inlet-air pressure, 55 inches mercury absolute;
inlet-air temperature, 1600 F.
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Flsme-holder configuration
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Figure v . - Effect of inlet-air velocity on combustion effiolenoy
of single-row configuration at simulated sea-level conditions.
Inlet-air pressure, 55 3nches mercury absolute; inlet-air.
temperature, 160° F; fuel-air ratio, 0.06.
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Figure 6. - Concluded. Ram-jet combustion-chsmber sea-level
stability limits. Inlet-air pressure, 55 inches mercury absolute;
inlet-air temperature, 1600 F.
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Flsme-holder configuration
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Figure v . -.Effect of inlet-air velocity on combustion efficiency
of single-row configuration at simulated sea-level conditions.
Inlet-air pressure, 55 inches mercury absolute; inlet-air
temperature, 160° F; fuel-air ratio$ 0.06.
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(a) Inlet-air velocity, 115 feet per second.

Figure 8. - Effect of fuel-air ratio on combustion efficiency of
single-row configuration at stiulated sea-level conditions. Inlet-
air pressure, 55 inches mercury absolute; inlet-air temperature,
160° F.
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Flame-holder configuration
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Figure 8. - Concluded. Effect of fuel-air ratio on combustion
~fficiency of single-row cotiiguration at simulated sea-level
conditions. Inlet-air pressure, 55
airsempera_ture, 16.0.0F.
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Figure 9. - Effect of inlet-air velocity and inlet-air pressure on
combustion efficiency of four-row configuration at simulated sea-
level conditions. Inlet-air temperature, 160° F; fuel-air ratio,
0.0505 to 0.0550.
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Figure 10. - Effect of rate of water flow to quenching spray on sta-
bility limit at simulated sea-level conditions. Inlet-air velocity,
115 feet per second; inlet-air pressure, 55 inches mercurY
absolute; inlet-air temperature, 160° F.
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Figure 12. - Isothermal-pressure loss at simulated sea-level conditions
of inlet-air pressure of 55 inches mercury absolute at inlet-air .
temperature of 160° F and altitude conditions of inlet-air
pressure of 40 inches mercury absolute at inlet-air temperature of
120° F.
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Figure 13. - Comparison of pressure losses for one- and four-row
configurations at 55 Inches mercury absolute and inlet-air temperatl
of 160° F.
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